
Dear Dave, 	 11/25/77 	1 
The reverse side is an off-center copy of part of a file I hope you 11 be reading 

about in the Anderson/Whitten column soon. 
You talk  about your temperature. I hope that was theonly problem with getting Jim 

this weekend and getting him back to the airport. Cehtral Wisconsin and snow predictions 
was even on the network TV shows. 

In your 11/21 ypu ask about records re iqng. If you mean the court records no 
problem. If you want to go for others, two thing; I want to use first and I do not yet 
have all. That is what I'm working on now. 

However, if you can see the same approach as you took with 2052, there will be 
an ample record with some pretty raunchy records including Hoover's initialed approval 
of not complying with the Act. This goes back to 1969. 

Your composer typewrite availability is effecient. The figures represent what I 
was addressing without the special machine, which should make a much more attractive 
end product. With a carbon ribbon it should give you camera-ready offset copy. 

I'm sure the instructions are with the machibe but ordinarily corrections can be 
made for offset with superimposing the correction. I've even used magic tape, with special 
precautions. For a large volume there is a special wax and applicator. Of' course rubber 
cement is used by commercial artists. 

Here is where you phoned. 

Best, 



November 21, 1977 
Stevens Point, Wi 

Dear Harold 

Today we got 15 degree wind and spits of snow and I am 

getting reddy to talk to Elizabeth's class of 5th graders on 

colonial America! 

When Jim called me Saturday to confirm his flight into 

Central Wisconsin and out over this coming weekend I spoke 

to him briefly about Dreyfus' efforts to get funding. He 

still works at it. The University System is a hell of a 

thing, about as rusty and thought resistant as an old tin 

can, everything is in terms of past decisions, past outlooks, 

how to cull the future for the security of special privileges. 

But here the Foundation finally came through with a proposal 

of seed money to fund a printing project for political assassination 

documentation. This required an exhaustive number of meetings, 

memos, public speeches, etc., and continual education of staff 

secretaries. It is rather unreal but it did move. 

They will give 9,000 $"dribbled out over 12 months" for 

one book on JFK and one on MLKjr., 4500 $ for each book. 

In addition to not giving it all in one lump sum, but as it 

is rightfully needed over the process they also wish me to 

get a bid from a local printing firm to eee if they can come 

close to matching the Banta bid. But I will make the decision on 

who to go with. 
I argued for 2052- as the first(JFK) book, but hope you and 

Jim will be able to h&lp me come up with the documents and the 

subject for the second. 

We now have a composer typewriter and can make near print 

copy with justified margins. It reduces the pa text ha space 

by 40%. Whereas a typed manuscript of 100 pages would be 100 

the composer gives 60 pages.to  the same material.(Several type faces.) 

From the 9M we must pay the typist for the manuscripts. 

(say 300-400 $ per book). 	I figured 350 $ per book on the 

basis that one could type about 4 or 5 pages per hour --but this 

is unknown country, given the machine,accuracy, retyping, etc. 
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It is important to maintain quality--accura
cy above all, 

plus format etc. 

Today I will send 20 casettes plus 4 empty boxes.to  you 

in return for the several items you have or
 will send me and 

assume that this will make USE even in te
rms of costs involved. 

If not please say so. 

If you need more casettes let me know. 

Yesterday we whnt to a hippie coop's annual
 thanksgiving 

day dinner--what a different world we all 
live in I hope your 

holidays contain Ilightly different food--o
r as the hippie 

leader said to us "You are provably used to 
fdod }higher up 

the food chain". 
Take care Lil Adios 

Davide Wrone 

op. cLiy-13 
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U-Message Center 

U-Message Center 
Public Policy Forum 
NAVY: Gulf Stream 
NASA: Flood Below 
NASA: Pollution Below 
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• UWSP CABLE-TV NETWORK PROGRAM SCHEDULE , 
STEVENS POINT - CABLE CHANNEL 3 

ift WEEK OF NOVEMBER 18■NOVEMBER 24 • 
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DAY DATE 

)1. Fri., Nov. 17 

* Mon., Nov. 21 * * 
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Tues., Nov. 22 

* 
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* 
* Wed., Nov. 23 

Thurs., Nov. 24 	THANKSGIVING 
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• 

ON OFF 

9:00 am 3:30 pm 

9:00 am 3:30 pm 
7:00 pm 8:00 pm 
8:00 pm 8:30 pm 
8:30 pm 8:45 pm 
8:45 pm 9:00 pm 
9:00 pm 10:00 pm 

9:00 am 3:30 pm 
7:00 pm 9:00 pm 

9:00 pm 10:00 pm 

9:00 am 3:30 pm 
7:00 pm 7:30 pm 
7:30 pm 7:50 pm 
7:50 pm 10:00 pm 

*' 
U-Message Center 
ASSASSINATION SYMPOSIUM— 
Howard Roffman on "Lee Harvey 
Oswald & the Failure' of American 
Justice." 
U-Message Center 

• 

U-Message Center 
A Shrine for Christmas 	 " * 
Save the Babies 
U-Message Center 

* * 
,* * 


